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Synopsis
Call-level multi-rate teletraffic loss models aim at assessing the call-level QoS of IP based networks with resource
reservation capabilities but also for the emerging and future all-optical core networks, such as MPλS/GMPLS, or 3G
wireless networks (e.g. UMTS) networks. This assessment is important for the bandwidth allocation among serviceclasses (guaranteeing QoS), the avoidance of too costly over-dimensioning of the network and the prevention, through
traffic engineering mechanisms, of excessive throughput degradation. Despite of its importance, the call-level
performance modelling and QoS assessment is a challenge in the highly heterogeneous environment of modern telecom
networks, due to the presence of elastic traffic, or complicated call arrival process. The key call-level performance
index is the Call Blocking Probabilities (CBP), while the efficient CBP calculation is a sine qua non of a teletraffic
model, in order to cope with the high bandwidth capacities of network links. We aim at presenting efficient call-level
teletraffic loss models leading to recurrent CBP calculations in multirate systems by taking into account that calls can
be distinguished as follows.
• According to the call arrival process, into:
(i)
Random calls – Random traffic (infinite number of traffic sources).
(ii) Quasi-random calls – Quasi-random traffic (finite number of traffic sources)
(iii) Batch Poisson arrivals (infinite number of traffic sources). Calls from different service-classes arriving in
batches, while batches arriving randomly.
• According to bandwidth requirements upon arrival, into:
(i)
Calls with fixed bandwidth requirements.
(ii) Calls with several, alternative, contingency (“elastic”) bandwidth requirements.
• According to their behavior while in service, into:
(i)
Calls with constant use of their assigned bandwidth (constant-bit-rate) during their lifetime.
(ii) Calls that, although constantly use the assigned bandwidth, can tolerate bandwidth compression/expansion
while in service.
(iii) Calls that alternate between transmission periods (ON) and idle periods (OFF).
Combining the aforementioned differentiations the following six categories of multi-service loss systems have been
analyzed:



A:

Random arriving calls with either fixed (certain) or elastic bandwidth requirements upon arrival, and constant
use of the assigned bandwidth (constant-bit-rate/stream traffic) while in service.



B:

Random arriving calls with either fixed or elastic bandwidth requirements upon arrival, and elastic bandwidth
while in service.



C:

Quasi-random arriving calls with either fixed or elastic bandwidth requirements upon arrival, and constant
use of the assigned bandwidth (constant-bit-rate/stream traffic) while in service.



D:

Quasi-random arriving calls with either fixed or elastic bandwidth requirements upon arrival, and elastic
bandwidth while in service.



E:

Batched Poisson arriving calls with fixed bandwidth requirements and continuous use of the assigned
bandwidth (constant-bit-rate/stream traffic) while in service.



F:

Random or Quasi-random or Batched Poisson arriving calls that, while in service, alternate between
transmission periods (ON) and idle periods (OFF).
The springboard of call-level modelling is the Erlang Multirate Loss Model (EMLM), in category A (random –
stream traffic), where calls of different service-classes arrive to a single link of certain bandwidth capacity according to
a Poisson process, and compete for the available link bandwidth under the complete sharing (CS) policy (a call is
admitted if link bandwidth is available at the call-arrival time). We call it EMLM, as it provides the same results with
the famous Erlang B-Formula, when only one service-class is accommodated to the link. The EMLM has a product
form solution (PFS) that leads to an accurate recurrent calculation of the link occupancy distribution and CBP, known
as Kaufman-Roberts recursion. An extension of the EMLM allows a blocked call to retry once or several times,

requesting for less resources each time (retry models). In a further extension, calls arrive to the link with several
possible resource requirements, while their request is made according to thresholds (threshold models), which indicate
the total number of occupied resources. Retry and threshold models do not have a PFS. The Connection-Dependent
Threshold Model (CDTM) generalizes the retry and threshold models (as well as the EMLM) by individualizing the
thresholds among different service-classes.
In the Extended-EMLM (E-EMLM), the first model of category B (random – elastic traffic), although calls request
for certain bandwidth upon arrival, bandwidth modification is applied to the bandwidth allocated to all in-service calls.
Thus, when a shortage of link bandwidth occurs, a new call can be accepted in the link by compressing the bandwidth
allocated to all in-service calls. Similarly, when a call departs, the remaining in-service calls expand their bandwidth. In
the Extended CDTM (E-CDTM), the call arrival process and the call admission control is the same with the CDTM;
however, in service calls can tolerate bandwidth compression/expansion. These models do not have a PFS. The ECDTM covers in a great extent the notion of elastic traffic.
In category C (quasi-random – stream traffic), the models are based on another extension of the EMLM, the Engset
Multirate Loss Model (EnMLM), where each service-class has finite population of traffic sources, whereas all other
assumptions coincide with those of the EMLM. We characterize it “Engset”, since it provides the same CBP results
with the well-known Engset formula for the time congestion probability (CBP that an outside observer measures), when
only a single service-class is considered. It is proved that the EnMLM has a PFS. This model is extended to the FiniteCDTM (f-CDTM), that is, the call admission control is the same with the CDTM, while the call arrival process is quasirandom.
According to the above models description, category D (quasi-random – elastic traffic) comprises the so called
Extended EnMLM (E-EnMLM) and its generalization, the Extended Finite CDTM (Ef-CDTM).
In category E (Batched Poisson arrivals – stream traffic), calls of the same service-class arrive in batches, while
batches arrive randomly. The batch size (number of calls per batch) is arbitrarily distributed. Concerning batch call
acceptance, if the available bandwidth does not suffice for all calls comprising the batch to be accepted, the system
accepts as many calls as are necessary to occupy the available bandwidth (partial batch blocking discipline). This
model, named Batched Poisson Multirate Loss Model (BPMLM) has a PFS and therefore the call loss and time
congestion probabilities are accurately calculated using a recurrent formula. The BPMLM has been extended to include:
1) non-random batch call arrival dependant on the system’s state and 2) the complete batch blocking discipline,
according to which on the occasion that even one call cannot be accepted by the system then all calls comprising the
batch are rejected and the batch arrival is unsuccessful.
In category F (ON-OFF calls) the first model is an extension of the EMLM where calls after having accepted for
service can alternate between transmission periods (ON) and non-transmission periods (OFF). While entering the
system are in state ON; at the end of an ON period the call switches to an OFF period, allowing other calls to take over
the previously occupied bandwidth. When the time comes for a call to re-enter the ON state, it once again requests its
initial bandwidth. If the requested bandwidth is available, then the call proceeds otherwise it remains at the OFF state
(the so-called burst blocking occurs). This ON-OFF model has a PFS. The second model of category F allows for
blocked calls to retry one or more times in order to enter the system, with reduced bandwidth and increased mean
service time requirements (ON-OFF retry model). The third model is the ON-OFF model with quasi-random input and
is called Finite ON-OFF model (f-ON-OFF model). The last model is the Batched Poisson ON-OFF model (BP-ONOFF model), that is, the ON-OFF model with Batched Poisson input process.
To guarantee a certain QoS for each service-class, the Bandwidth/Trunk Reservation (BR) policy rather than the CS
policy must be applied to a multi-service loss system. We shall present most of the above models under the BR policy.
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Potential audience and prerequisite knowledge
This tutorial will enable engineers and telecom/computer network managers, even those who are not experts in
teletraffic to learn and put the latest teletraffic models into practice. Researchers (postgraduate students) will learn how
teletraffic models are built and they will be motivated for creating models satisfying new specifications, or for applying
the existing teletraffic models to new networking technologies. No special prerequisite knowledge of audience is
expected rather than basic teletraffic theory, that is, notion of traffic load and properties, call origination processes,
holding (service) time distribution and elementary analysis of Markovian loss systems.
Why the proposed topic is interesting and timely
The access control of different service-classes to network resources and especially the bandwidth allocation among
service-classes has been widely recognized as a necessary solution for QoS guarantee in next generation networks and
the emerging and future all-optical core networks, such as MPλS/GMPLS. To this end, teletraffic models are of great
assistance; therefore, they should appeal to a large audience.
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